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Dear moms, dads, boys and girls
I cannot believe another year is finished, a year
though which has been filled with FUN, LEARNING,
FRIENDSHIPS and WONDERFUL moments. It seems
as though time has literally flown by but when you
look back at all the achievements you realise how
much we accomplished during the year. With all
this hard work comes a well deserved break with
family and friends.
Since 2005 DJ Coaching has been at the forefront
of coaching in South Africa and has developed and
produced top players and coaches through the years.
We have also continued to nurture and grow players
of all abilities and have enjoyed the passion and love
for cricket shown by all our players throughout the
years. This year has once again been filled with great
success. All the people involved have enjoyed what
can only be described as a fantastic journey and
one that we trust will only get better in the years
to come. Manager of Youth and Tertiary Cricket for
Cricket South Africa, Mr Niels Momberg sums up
what we are about, “DJ Coaching creates a balance
for all players between having fun, discipline and
most importantly technical tuition.”

This year we witnessed the following
very successful events:

• We assisted The Cricket Company and Blue Label
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Telecoms start the Blue Label Active program in
all the Alexandra Primary Schools. In a period of 6
months the coaches saw over 12000 children and
spread the love for cricket and the good values of
everyday life. This program is changing lives every
day and is making a positive impact in many young
children. Thank you to Blue Label Telecoms and the
Cricket Company for backing this initiative.
We assisted Kent Park Taverners launch table
cricket in schools for children that cannot play
cricket on a field or in nets. It is amazing how these
young lives just LOVE cricket.
We became the FIRST cricket coaching academy in
Gauteng to receive the full endorsement of Cricket
South Africa and Gauteng Cricket Board which is
a wonderful achievement and testament to the
special coaches we have involved in the brand.
We had the most players compared to any other
coaching company selected for the Northern
Suburbs Saturday Schools Cricket League, JHB
Area Cricket teams which participated in the
Gauteng Primary and High Schools Festival,
Gauteng Regional Teams, Provincial U13, U15, U17
and U19 Teams and even the National U19Team.
Sports Clinics in JHB as well as specialised
coaching clinics with former and current National
Protea players.
48 Sports Birthday Parties which were enjoyed by all
Continued to part sponsor and support various
cricket events and development cricket.
Co-ordinated and ran cricket and sporting events
throughout the year which were very successful
Supported schools programs and supplied many
top coaches to schools
Increased our base of qualified and experienced

Our Vision:

To be the best at what we do

Our Mission:

To exceed customer expectations through
being creative, inspirational, passionate,
focused and by celebrating success.

coaches and the number of facilities we operate from
• More coaches received IPAD’s with a specific
application to coach with; which assisted in
technical advice to all the players. All coaches
under the DJ Coaching brand have IPAD’s to use for
coaching.
• We linked up with a specific video analyst who
videoed many of our players and provided feedback
to both players and coaches.
• We continued to sponsor good cricket players from
disadvantaged areas and gave them the hope and
life experiences to always DREAM BIG.

Our success stories of 2016!
This year we were once again asked by the Central
Gauteng Action Cricket Association to coach and
co-ordinate the Under 10, Under 11, Under 12, Under 13,
Under 14 and Under 15 teams at the Inter Provincial
Tournament which was held at the Edenvale Indoor
Action Sports Arena this year. As always our boys
performed to the best of their ability. This year was
a wonderful year for the Juniors of Central Gauteng
as we won GOLD in most of the categories possible
at the Junior Provincial Tournament. We also had
players chosen as ‘Player of the Tournament’, ‘best
bowlers’ and ‘best batsmen’ and had players
selected for the ‘All Star’ teams. We are extremely
proud of not only the way all the boys played, but
also the way in which they conducted themselves
on and off the field. Well done to all those who took
part in this exciting event. Well done boys we are
extremely proud of you all.
This year, DJ Coaching is once again more than proud
of its players and are pleased to publish the following
achievements:

If you send your existing insurance schedule to dj@galileorisk.co.za and request a quote then you will be entered into a lucky draw where you can
win a free term of cricket coaching with us paid by Galileo Risk. If you take a policy with Galileo Risk then you will be entered into a draw to win
one full years coaching paid by Galileo Risk. Please note the lucky draw and all logistics of the draw will be run directly by Galileo Risk.
Galileo Risk is an Authorised Financial Services Provider

• Over 320 of our boys were picked for North and
South NSSSC Zones.
• 182 players made area cricket teams this season
in the U11, U12, U13, U15, U17 and U19 age groups.
These boys were selected for JHB Far North and
other Gauteng Area teams from all over JHB to
participate in the Gauteng Primary and High
School Festivals.
• Congratulations to our players who were selected
for the Gauteng Provincial and Regional Teams in
U11, U12, U13, U15, U17 and U19 age groups. A special
well done to all the boys who are represented
in these teams. We are very proud of you for
achieving such wonderful results and best
wishes for your festivals and National Weeks in
November and December.
• We coached over 500 players throughout the
season coming from all over Johannesburg
between the ages of 5 and 22 years,
demonstrating the enthusiasm of both our
coaches and boys.
• The following outstanding results were achieved:

just love the common theme of DREAM BIG…just love
it!! We are excited for 2017 and spending more time
with you guys. Have a special holiday.
A big thank you must also be given to the coaches
whose dedication and enthusiasm to every child,
has been outstanding. Without their commitment
and dedication DJ Coaching would not be what
it is today.
Congratulations to all coaches who were
awarded Area and Provincial teams to coach
as well as those that extended their coaching
qualifications. DJ Coaching continues to be the
highest qualified private cricket academy in South
Africa with all coaches being qualified with Level 2 or
Level 3 and then of course Ray Jennings with Level
4 which is the highest any coach can achieve. Many
of our coaches cannot go for higher qualifications at
this stage as you have to be over a certain age to go
for level 3 and for them to already having level 2 is
fantastic. We have many of our coaches with their
level 3 already which is great.

Note from
the coaches
We would like to extend our

to the players and thank them
for their enthusiasm throughout the
year. We are extremely proud of all
of them and everything
which they have achieved.
It has been a pleasure for us to have
been a part of their lives during 2015.
Well done to all our champions.

See you in 2017!!!

We would also like to thank Paul
Amaral and all his staff at the Sandton
Action Sports Arena, Dainfern College,
237 hundreds scored
Coaches, your success is attributed to your
Montrose Primary, Bryanston Primary,
418 fifties scored
dedication and love for the sport and the passion
Rivonia Primary, Crawford Sandton,
with which you coach. We are very proud and
Crawford
Lonehill, King David Sandton,
48 five-wicket hauls achieved
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7 hat tricks
Thank you for all you do and all the energy you
us to use their wonderful facilities. We
are excited for 2017 and to coach at
• We continued to compete in a competition against always give.
your great facilities.
another three academies during the year where
we won all of the categories
sixth
CELL: 082for783the
4772
consecutive year. Well done boys and coaches!!!

As you can see, it’s been
one incredible year!!!
It is of vital importance that we mention that the
success of DJ Coaching needs to be attributed to
your support as family and friends. Without your
support we would never have been able to achieve
the results we have. A big thanks to all of the
parents involved.
We get many emails saying thank you from parents
which we are really so appreciate of but we have
decided to share this one with you.

A short note about DJ Coaching from Cricket South
Thank you
Russel Hobbs,
FACEBOOK.COM/DJCOACHINGCRIC
ZAto Gray Nicolls,
AfricaJONO@DJCOACHING.CO.ZA
Youth Manager, Mr Niels Momberg: WWW.DJCOACHING.CO.

”DJ Coaching is everything that a cricket coaching
institution should be- Brilliant facilities coupled
with knowledgeable and passionate coaches.
Teaching life skills through cricket is also part of
the fibre of this highly impressive organisation.
I have seen growth in many players that attend
sessions at this highly efficient Cricket School.
Any parent that feels their child needs extra
cricket tuition in a fun and disciplined way
should consider DJ coaching as the preferred
choice.”
We would like to wish you all a very happy and safe
holiday! Thank you once again for your continued
support, we at DJ Coaching really appreciate it. Enjoy
the break and see you next year!

Kipling, Discovery Vitality, Typo Printing
Specialists, The Champion Academy,
Cutty, Blue Label Telecoms and Galileo
Risk for your continued support and
sponsorship. Your generosity is truly
appreciated.

A very special thank you must also
go to Fiona Latilla who has designed
our newsletters throughout the year.
Thank you Fi for your endless hard
work and for always making sure the
brand of DJ Coaching is flying high.

watch these videos!

“We have always heard so much about DJ Coaching
Here is a video link on James Pattinson
and all it’s wonderful coaches for many years but
Have
fun
and
take
care.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cu4uKWWTMUo
have always thought that where my son was
The
DJ
Coaching
Team
receiving coaching was fine and he was getting
Here is a video link on Murali
what he needed. Until this year when I decided to
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6f8EWCKd4Xw
give DJ Coaching a try and WOW, I could kick myself
that I never moved my son sooner and gave him
the best opportunity to play the sport he loves. DJ
DJ Coaching recommends EyeGym for any
Coaching and its coaches not only have helped
cricket player or sportsman. It works on your
my son with his cricket skills but have also taught
visual speed and enhancesperformance. If
him life lessons and what it takes to improve and
you are interested please visit www.eyegym.
Work hard in silence,
compete at a higher level. Thank you DJ Coaching for
co.za or feel free to contact the EyeGym
let your success
what you do not only for my son but for the many
Team, Dr Sherylle Calder & Christi Botha on
be the noise
hundreds of players whose lives you enrich. I also
info@drsheryllecalder.com
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4. The forth step is to know that you cannot be the perfect
coach’s words as if they were your lucky charms! These
role-model, in fact trying to be is incongruent role modelling,
would have been teachers or coaches you trusted implicitly
i.e showing perfection on the outside and hiding universal
and their perception of you was authentic. These role-models
humanness on the inside, is demonstrating a standard
only looked for your light, which would have made you feel
that is unreal and unattainable.
your strengths much stronger and brighter than what others
5. The fifth step is to begin to judge yourself less and accept
perceived. Have you ever caught yourself emulating the
yourself more.
positive and inspiring behaviour that this particular kind of
6. The sixth step is to acknowledge that growing another
coach or mentor shared with you? What does this memory
human being is most importantly about, growing you first.
do for you? How does it make you feel, body and mind?
Have you ever caught yourself sounding like, or doing things Let’s take a moment to look at how we predominantly 7. The seventh step is to acknowledge that growth and rolemodelling, to the best of your ability is a continuous journey.
exactly how your parents did when they parented you? What impart our knowledge, beliefs, and intentions to those we
does it bring to mind? How do you feel about it…..satisfied, or are guiding. Which mode do we use the most; language, Embarking on a self-awareness journey can be hard to
swallow, but it is mostly liberating. When I catch myself
behaviour, space and time? Is it more physical or mental?
frustrated perhaps?
perpetuating bad habits of my forefathers I surprise myself
Before I continue I must qualify that in most instances, Do we teach, tell, share stories, or create contexts for
parents, coaches and teachers are doing the best that they experiential learning. Or is it by example? What is your tone; at what I say and do, which can be painful to own. I have
to remind myself very quickly of my humanness and that
can. Let’s be frank here, if you are in any of these mentioned gentle, didactic, authoritative, assertive or playful? Is it an
mistakes are in fact the essence of growth. I also see it
roles, you probably believe you are doing the best that you angry, submissive, bored, or exciting?
as a learning of what not to do. I zoom in on the myriad
can. This is exactly how the teachers, coaches and parents What are your thoughts about yourself when you are
of valuable modelling experiences and good habits that I
of the elder generation felt too. We are all doing what we interacting with those that you intend to guide and grow?
internalised into my thinking, feeling and doing. I then realise
know best to mould our youth into the successful adults Are your thoughts mostly positive and inspirational or
that if I look back with my positive eyes, there were many
we believe they can be. The difference however, between negative and pessimistic? How are your feelings? Do you
role models, especially my parents that have prepared me
our generation and the generation that preceded us, is the mostly trust and believe in your ability and your student’s
and fortified me well for life and performance situations.
prevalence of self-awareness and mindfulness. Without this ability?
Many of us are parents; all of us have been children. By
magical gift of “seeing yourself” it is very difficult to shift the Where is your body at in these interactions? Your body will
dropping in to our minds and bodies honestly and openly
manner in which you usually and naturally parent, coach, give you the most accurate signs of how successful this
with regard to the perspective of growth and guiding others,
learning relationship is. Is it relaxed or tense? Where is most
teach or lead a younger or learning generation.
it becomes very clear that the modelling of our parents and
One of the most fulfilling, as well as scary experiences of the tension? What happens to your muscles when you
other role models is the most potent and easily transferred
for me as a parent, psychologist and performance coach is become angry or uncertain or even helpless?
mode of learning.
when those who I am nurturing, coaching and developing How does your body feel when the interaction is being
When we near the end of the year many of us take breaks
begin to speak and do as I speak and do. In my practice, I experienced with ease, inspiration, positivity, and
over the festive season. A change of context, especially a
use the approach of modelling the change or behaviour I productively? How does your body feel when there is a
holiday is a context in which the ability to drop in on our
mutual upward and onward connection? And how does it
WRIGHT: wish to evoke in my clients, this is far more powerful and feel when there is the opposite of the above?
thoughts, feelings and actions become much easier. We
effective than theorising, intellectualising or telling. The ageR PRIVATE CRICKET COACHING, SPORTS BIRTHDAY PARTIES
AND HOLIDAY SPORTS CLINICS CONTACT JONO LEAF-WRIGHT:
old adage of Gandhi’s “Be the change you want to see…” is Many of us are mostly in our heads overthinking situations. are not bogged down by the daily grind and the range of
We
are
less tuned in to the messages from our feelings - responsibilities we are accountable for. On holiday our minds
most powerful when you play a role-modelling role in every
and bodies are more relaxed and it is easier to see inside our
physical and emotional. Many of us have also heard that 90%
life context.
heads and feel our muscles. This is also a time when our best
It is a scary thought when you realise that modelling is the of the communication that we are perceiving and absorbing
CRICKET most potent transfer of thought, feeling, and behaviour, most is non-verbal. Our habitual non-verbal communication is selves come to the fore, so it becomes easier to own our bad
equal to our real feelings physically and emotionally. parts because the good parts of us are much more evident.
with children. AllJONO@DJCOACHING.CO.ZA
our weaknesses and character almostWWW.DJCOACHING.CO.
FACEBOOK.COM/DJCOACHINGCRICKET
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ZA
How about having the intention this festive season, to get to
frailties are transferred through our modelling. The same Yet, we place so little emphasis on what we feel and place
know yourself more, all parts of you. Observe your thoughts,
most of our emphasis on what we think!
goes for our strengths.
feelings, language and behaviour. Contemplate. Decide what
One of my son’s has a habit of drifting into his own Moreover, your body doesn’t lie. It is your body that will
you like and don’t like about yourself. Imagine yourself in the
world from time to time. He is so lost in that world that I be keeping the honest score of how you are feeling and
shoes of the young and old people you are leading, guiding,
have occasionally resorted to shaking him in order to get whether your coaching is on the right track. Children are
his attention. My other son has to leave at least one of his especially sensitive to your non-verbal communication. For and teaching. What are the parts of you that you would like,
when viewing yourself from their perspective? Experiment
belongings behind wherever he goes. Both of them struggle example, if you are coaching to grow confidence and you are
with being different with family and friends in this more
to sit down and focus on homework until it is completed. really feeling doubt and uncertainty, your body will give you
relaxed context. Feel free to play around with saying and
They make any excuse to get up and move their bodies. One away. It is the congruence between what you think and say
doing new things and holding yourself back on old things.
of them is particularly fussy about what he eats; the other (verbal) and how you feel mentally and physically (non-verbal)
Pretend that you are the puppet and the puppeteer at the
can drink tea with all three meals. Both of them have high that will create the most successful context for learning as
same time and watch, feel, and read the responses you get
expectations for themselves to be the best they can be at well as leading. In order to master this congruence between
from others. Notice your body’s responses to playing new
sport and school. So yes, I have to confess, when I take a step your thought and feelings, and your body and mind, you need
roles and have fun with having the power of flexibility but
back and observe their parents, it would be useless to blame the to begin with the magic so evident in our society today - the
more especially the power to be deliberate in who you are.
magic of self-awareness.
children! My kids have parents who exhibit similar behaviour.
The magic of self-awareness of mind and body without
Self-awareness of what you are thinking, feeling and doing
At the Champion Academy my sister Rikki and I see parents
judgment and the tweaking of yourself can bring difference to
and coaches, who say that their kids put so much pressure with mind and body, without judgement will offer you the
how you are, bringing difference to your new year. It can allow
on themselves, or have such a bad temper, or cannot focus, opportunity to tune in to your different aspects of self. In
you the possibilities of thinking differently, feeling differently,
or lack discipline. These same parents and coaches don’t coaching and leadership, this tuning in, is your compass to
understand where this behaviour comes from. Of course, tweak yourself for the purpose of getting into the best mind- and acting differently. These small tweaks of difference can
allow for a reservoir of new positive possibilities to unfold.
human beings are complex and our kids or pupils’ behaviour body space for the coaching of others. This opens you up
When it comes to the significant leadership roles that you
is certainly not always a copy of ours. There are a plethora to bringing out the best parts of yourself more consistently
are playing in society from the coaching of children to the
of reasons why people do what they do whatever the age. modelling the ability to change the self to those you are
coaching of C.E.O’s, the self-awareness journey equips you
However, when we use the premise of Ghandi’s “Be the coaching.
with the clarity, flexibility and empowerment to grow, and
So the critical question is how we as individuals can gain
change you want to see in the world”, the power of changing
most importantly grow and allow to blossom those that you
one’s self for the purpose of changing the other, becomes or enhance our self-awareness for the growth of others?
are leading.
not only inspiring but it is also the best route to take when it There are many ways to the path of self-awareness, but try
out these seven steps:
comes to influencing the behaviour of any other.
by Toni Gaddie
Regardless of whether you are perpetuating the good or 1. The first step is to own and accept that the most
Clinical & Sports Psychologist
impressionable learning and leading come from rolebad habits of how your care-givers parented you, it is still
(toni@gaddie.net)
modelling.
profoundly fascinating how we internalize almost exactly
2.
The
second
step
is
having
the
courage
to
look
at
your
what they said or did in some situations. The same goes for
weaknesses and own them as normal human qualities.
the inspirational coach we encountered as a kid. Their words
appeared like gold to you and despite the fact that they may 3. The third step is to see that you are a whole human being
* Toni Gaddie co-founded The Champion Academy with her sister Rikki Gaddie Dworcan in 2012.
made up of good parts and bad parts and that you are
be saying the exact opposite of what other role models said
* The Champion Academy offers private and group sessions as well as corporate training and
mostly doing the best that you can.
motivational talks
about your performance or behaviour, you hung on to this

The real secret to
leadership & growth
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important dates
to remember
There will be a fun

Sports Clinic

(4 years to 14 years) running on
Thursday 8 December
and Friday 9 December 2016
from 08h30 – 12h30
at Montrose Primary School
(91, 12th Street, Parkmore, Sandton).
The cost of these 2 days is R450.
To book email Jono on jono@djcoaching.co.za.
Space is limited.

Coaching
will commence
from Wednesday
18 January 2017.
Jono will contact
you by latest Tuesday 17 January,
should there be any changes
to your time or day of your session
for term 1 of 2017.

vitality schools
programme

FOR PRIVATE CRICKET COACHING, SPORTS BIRTHDAY PARTIES A

Unplug and play: swap 30 minutes
of screen time for real play time

FOR PRIVATE CRICKET COACHING, SPORTS BIRTHDAY PARTIES AND HOLIDAY SPORTS CLINICS CON
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Did you know? South African
about seven hours of
screen timeZA
CELL:children
082 783 4772averageJONO@DJCOACHING.CO.ZA
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each day. This adds up to more time than their parents spend at workFOR
in PRIVATE
a week.
The resulting health outcomes are adding to growing evidence suggesting many of
today’s children will not live as long as their parents.

The simple solution: unstructured, active outdoor play

CELL: 082 783 4772

The tragedy is that the key to preventing the diseases anticipated to lead to the
premature deaths of children, is simple. All it will take is some unstructured, active
outdoor play. Studies clearly show too much screen time is negatively affecting the
health, happiness and general wellbeing of our children. And, contrary to popular
belief, there is no evidence to suggest screen time supports academic achievement
or that it is good for you – especially in excess.

An increase in adult health conditions among children

Research demonstrates that substituting active, outdoor play with indoor, sedentary
behaviour is a major culprit in weight gain and obesity, which affect a quarter of
South African children. Health professionals are also seeing health conditions, which
have traditionally been more prevalent among adults,
in children and teens. Diabetes, high blood pressure, depression, heart disease and
other conditions have been linked not only to decreasing levels of physical activity,
but also to reduced exposure to nature. It makes sense. After all, children don’t play
outdoors like their parents used to.

Parents often think children are more active

Many parents believe their children spend their days running around at school,
sweating up a storm in physical education class, and having active fun with friends.
Not so. At best, only about 50% of South African children are meeting the physical
activity guidelines that recommend at least 60 minutes of heart-pumping activity
every day.

Spending time in nature is essential for all-round health

win a pair of
Cutty shoes!

All you have to do is answer 2 questions:

1. Who is the shoe sponsor
for the DJ Coaching Newsletter
Competition?
2. What is the quote of the month?
The first correct email sent to
info@djcoaching.co.za will win the prize.

Congratulations to

Oliver and Bryce Samuel
for winning the Cutty sneakers from the
previous DJ Coaching Newsletter edition.

Toronto physician, Dr Melissa Lem, suggests “time spent in nature is essential for
healthy psychological and physical development in children.” In fact, several studies
suggest closeness to “green spaces” increases the likelihood that a child will
maintain a healthy weight. It also suggests that regular outdoor play and recreation
will develop a long-standing preference for outdoor activities. So for a powerful
prescription to increase health and happiness, combine “green time” with “active
time”.Screen time won’t make children happier, smarter or healthier – but unplugging
and playing can do all of these things and more. Strive for a healthy balance between
screen time and active time – not just for children, but for the whole family. How
about swapping 30 minutes of screen time for active, outdoor fun every day? This
alone will add up to an extra 182 hours of play time a year.
Just imagine the health benefits… the fun… and the memories you’ll make!

Reference: Unplug & Play: swap 30 minutes of screen time for green time by Catherine Cameron

If you are interested in having cricket nets/pitch installed at your house or venue
and need any assistance please contact Jono Leaf-Wright on 082 783 4772
for some free help. Jono will assist you with getting quotes from relevant suppliers
and will give you advice on the project as an added benefit
of being a part of the DJ Coaching Family.

COACHING VENUES:
Dainfern College • Sandton Indoor Action Arena • Montrose Primary School • Bryanston Primary • Rivonia Primary • KD Linksfield • KD Sandton • KD Victory Park • Rivonia Sports Centre

www.sandtonactionsports.co.za

Don’t forget to look out for our monthly electronic newsletter. If you do not recieve this, please email jono@djcoaching.co.za to get on our mailing list.

JON

